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RAHNS CONCRETE LAUNCHES BRAND NEW CORPORATE WEBSITE 

 
Rahns, PA – RAHNS Construction Material Co. (RAHNS) is proud to announce the launch of a new primary corporate 
website, rahnsconcrete.com, which officially went live on Monday, November 8th, 2021. RAHNS believes that the modern, 
user-friendly nature of this new website proudly reflects the image of the company itself, as well as the high-quality 
concrete products RAHNS has offered to their customers and clients for decades.  
 
The new RAHNS corporate website features an engaging layout that enables simple and efficient use. As an appealing 
and intuitive webpage is a key component of any business, RAHNS is excited to begin utilizing this improved line of 
communication with its customer base. The site was crafted with the main objective of creating a streamlined and stress-
free user experience for customers and clients. This is achieved by way of straightforward navigation, quick response 
time and clearly presented information. Responsive web design technology also allows virtually any device to seamlessly 
adapt to RAHNS’s new website. This means that convenient, mobile browsing for busy customers who need information 
quickly has never been easier. Other noteworthy features include high-efficiency browsing logic and icon-driven 
functionality.  
 
RAHNS Construction Material Co. currently serves eastern PA and the adjoining NY, NJ and DE region with eight 
permanent ready-mix concrete plant locations. Additionally, RAHNS owns and operates portable plants that can be set 
up anywhere throughout the Mid-Atlantic Region to provide on-site ready-mix products for large construction projects. 
RAHNS also manufactures precast concrete products at its Rahns, PA location and produces all standard precast products. 
RAHNS can also fabricate large, custom precast structures for bridges, box culverts and other complex civil structures. 
 
Further information on RAHNS Construction Material Co. and its wide array of ready-mix and precast concrete products 
may be found by pointing your browser to the aforementioned rahnsconcrete.com or by calling 610.528.4060. 
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